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Our vision
In an increasingly connected world, we aim to
be the partner of choice helping
digital technology and service providers to
develop and launch products.
We help them to enable people and devices across
the globe to pay, authenticate, travel, interact and
communicate conveniently and securely.
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Our mission & promise
Our mission

Our promise

To support the efficient design,
implementation, certification and
deployment of secure and
interoperable solutions across
banking, transport, security and
beyond.

Our agility, customer-dedication,
experience and expertise,
combined with our test tools and
certification services, give you the
competitive edge to succeed.
We empower you to win.
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Global reach

•
•
•

8 test laboratories and counting
NEW laboratory in Shenzhen
Customers in 180+ different countries
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3,000+
clients

150+
experts

400+
employees

We empower
you to win
Agility
Experience
Expertise
Proximity

8 test
laboratories

30+
accreditations
•
•
•
•

No.1 mobile payment testing laboratory
No.1 provider of CPV and M-TIP services
First international lab accredited by UnionPay
Supported development & launch of world’s
first Android POS terminal
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Supported card
& mobile
migration for 15+

in the industry
We are a proud
member of the
US Payments
Forum

PAYMENT SCHEMES

globally

We have worked on EMV
since the beginning and
have supported numerous
successful migrations
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Working with China’s
top 5 payment
terminal vendors &
5 main mobile
manufacturers
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SUPPORTING
THE FUTURE

Digital payment

IoT

Instant
payment
Wearables
Mobile ticketing

eUICC
GiantPay

Biometrics

Open-loop payment
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Blockchain

Markets &
activities
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Markets
PAYMENT SCHEMES

BANKS & RETAIL

PAYMENT SOLUTIONS

MOBILE SOLUTIONS

TRANSPORT

Supporting the payments
ecosystem to define new
rules and specifications.

Helping banks and
retailers to comply with
the global and domestic
schemes' rules and
specifications.

Helping the payments
community achieve
compliance in a complex
and evolving market and
deliver innovative
solutions quickly and cost
effectively.

Ensuring payment
regulation compliance for
mobile devices thanks to
FIME laboratory’s
expertise in mobile
payment applications and
cloud-based payment.

Enabling transport
ticketing to innovate and
go digital securely with
QA of AFC ticketing
system.

Global schemes

Acquiring

Card

Mobile

Transport authorities

Domestic schemes

Issuing

Terminal

Solution providers

Solution providers

Retail

MNOs
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Offering

Training
Consulting
Technology design
Test tools
Certification testing
Security services
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Our expertise

Our expertise

With 20+ years’ experience,
we have unrivalled testing and
TERMINAL
certification expertise & MPOS
in a number of specialist
domains.
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Accreditations
& memberships
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Accreditations

TAIWAN
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JAPAN
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MEMBERSHIPS

Memberships
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Biographies
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EN

Lionel Grosclaude
Chief Executive Officer
Lionel has over 20 years’ experience in the telecom, IT and banking sectors,
working in executive roles across Europe and the U.S. He is responsible for
driving FIME’s corporate growth and brings a wealth of experience in strategic
management and extensive operational insight into global business
development.
Today, Lionel’s vision for the company is to focus on both growth in FIME’s
primary payments market, and to continue to advance its offerings in
increasingly converging adjacent markets, such as transport. Lionel is keen to
build a clear security testing product and service portfolio, to complement
FIME’s current functional testing services.
He joins FIME from IPC, where he held the role of Managing Director EMEA of
the ‘Risk and Compliance’ business unit. Prior to this, he was CEO at Etrali, a
worldwide leader in intelligent trading communication solutions, where he
played a key role in implementing a successful and sustainable growth strategy.
Lionel holds an engineering degree from the aeronautics school ESTACA and a
MBA from ESSEC Business School in Paris.
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Xavier Giandominici
Vice President – Global Sales
With more than 16 years' experience in the industry, including supporting the
first EMV migration pilots in Mexico and Central America with Gemplus (now
Gemalto), Xavier heads up FIME America, to support US adoption of EMV
payments technology, and FIME’s Financial Services business unit. Xavier's
experience has helped to drive FIME’s continued development in the
certification market, including ISO17025 and EMV laboratory certification
services, as well as the progression for the company’s consultancy services for
the payment, mobile payment and NFC markets.

XAVIER’S KEY ACHIEVEMENT
Establishing operations in North and South America which enabled FIME to
become the leader in the region for providing proximity testing and certification
services to numerous customers and partners.
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Stéphanie El Rhomri
Vice President - Services
GlobalPlatform board member & Chair of the GlobalPlatform Device Compliance
Working Group
Member of the EMVCo Board of Advisors
Stéphanie joined FIME in 2007 after more than 10 years working for an
embedded terminal manufacturer as head of technical support. She is
responsible for developing new services, understanding international technology
trends and ensuring alignment of FIME’s NFC and payments offering. Stéphanie
actively contributes to GlobalPlatform as a board member and heads up the
association’s Device Compliance Working Group and Transportation Sub-Task
Force. Stéphanie also represents FIME on the EMVCo Board of Advisors.
STEPHANIE’S BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENT
Stéphanie was responsible for FIME’s expansion in the NFC and payments
markets as well as positioning the company as a leader on GlobalPlatform
technology.
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Stéphanie Pietri
Head of Marketing Communications
Stéphanie joined FIME in 2012, with extensive experience managing
international marketing campaigns across the technology sector. She is
responsible for developing FIME’s global integrated digital marketing and
communications plan, working in alignment with FIME’s growth strategy both
regionally and across vertical markets. Advancing the visual identity of FIME to
differentiate and reinforce brand positioning is also key to Stephanie’s role,
ensuring the production of sales collateral and online resources that are central
to engaging stakeholders and generating sale leads.
Prior to joining FIME, Stéphanie managed marketing campaigns for Autodesk,
Veeco Instruments and Motorola and has been developing and delivering
strategic and international marketing plans for over 20 years.
STEPHANIE’S BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENT
Stéphanie was responsible for FIME’s latest brand campaign, ‘Get to the Next
Level’, which creatively combined the development of written and visual
marketing collateral across a number of platforms to reinforce FIME’s brand
positioning and communicate FIME’s offering.
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Myung-Hwa Calais
Head of Transport sector
Myung-Hwa has more than 25 years’ experience in the certification industry, in
particular, in consumer product certification and safety systems. She joined FIME
in 2007, as a senior business development manager to advance smart card
products and services in new markets. In this role, Myung-Hwa actively
participated and contributed to driving FIME activity within the NFC mobile
market, working with a range of NFC mobile ecosystem stakeholders, including
major handset manufacturers, international payment schemes, MNOs and
transport operators at an international level.
Today she is leading FIME’s business development activities in new and
emerging technology markets such as the internet of things (IoT), connected cars
and wearables.
MYUNG-HWA’S KEY ACHIEVEMENT
Myung-Hwa has established FIME’s Korean presence and advanced its laboratory
services and offering to provide a proximity service for local customers.
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Alex Chen
Business Director - APAC
Alex has more than ten years of experience in the payments and semiconductor industries
and joined FIME in 2009. He leads FIME’s regional business teams in APAC, and is
responsible for innovating new business strategy, service offerings, revenues and
managing both customer and scheme-directed projects. Alex and his teams support
customers through various business consulting and technical solutions, including EMV ®
card, NFC mobile, POS terminals, white label payment schemes, banking and emerging
technologies.
Prior to joining FIME, Alex worked for semiconductor manufacturer, Atmel Corporation,
managing technical market strategy across APAC for smart payments, banking and e-ID
product lines. As part of this role, Alex excelled in securing several regional ‘first’ projects
in countries including South Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia and the Philippines.

ALEX CHEN’S KEY ACHIEVEMENT
Alex’s played a leading role in launching the first EMV white label scheme in Indonesia,
developing a new service model for NFC mobile & POS terminal vendors and supporting
international schemes with contactless /HCE mobile migration projects. In addition, his
market insight was central to the set-up of FIME’s Tokyo office in 2013, establishing FIME’s
presence in Japan and growing on-the-ground support to meet demand for EMV testing of
NFC-enabled mobile devices.
* EMV is a registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries, and is an unregistered trademark in other countries, owned by EMVCo.
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Jean-Philippe Wolyniec
Sales Director - Europe
Jean Philippe has over fifteen years’ experience within the semiconductor, cards
and payments industry, with a focus on product launches, marketing strategy
and sales. He is responsible for engineering the sales strategy for the EMEA
market and developing FIME’s business and product offerings in accordance with
market trends.
Prior to joining FIME in 2016, Jean-Philippe worked at Gemalto, where he held
various senior project marketing, sales management and business development
roles.
JEAN-PHILIPPE’S KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Already in his time at FIME, Jean-Philippe has made a significant impact in
refining FIME’s EMEA sales strategy. He is currently working closely with the
team in the transit vertical, developing FIME’s business offering to meet the
evolving needs of this market.
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Christian Raccuglia
Head of consulting & engineering
Christian joined FIME in 2014 after three years at Oberthur Technologies
working on secure element-based near field communication (NFC) mobile
payment applications and their back-end servers. He is responsible for driving
the development of innovative consultancy, test tool and validation services to
support every phase of the launch of mobile payments and biometric
authentication services. Christian works closely with sensor and handset
manufacturers to assess and qualify new biometric solutions, and issuing banks,
payment schemes and solution providers to design and issue mobile payments
services.
CHRISTIAN RACCUGLIA’S KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
He is involved in the Global Certification Forum Conformance Working Group to
offer FIME’s expertise on the validation of mobile handsets in line with mobile
network operator requirements. Additionally, in collaboration with the
international payment schemes, he supports the development of new
certification processes for new technologies such as host card emulation (HCE),
cloud-based payment and biometric authentication.
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Thank you
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For further FIME media information
Lucy Horsman lucy@iseepr.co.uk at iseepr
Stéphanie Pietri stephanie.pietri@fime.com at FIME

